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Chapter 
Topological spaces and
observation frames
In this last part we make an abstraction step towards an axiomatic approach
to the semantics and the specication of programming languages We consider
predicates as elements of an abstract algebra For example we may think of
an abstract algebra as stemming from a logical system elements correspond
to equivalence classes of formulae which are provably equivalent and the order
corresponds to the entailment relation
In order to show that the axioms of the class of algebras we consider capture
exactly the collection of predicates we have in mind a representation theorem
is necessary A representation theorem is a correspondence between an ab
stract algebra and its settheoretical model The rst representation theorem
is due to Cayley 	
 showing that every abstract group is isomorphic to a
concrete group of permutations A representation theorem for the algebra of
all predicates was rst proved by Lindenbaum and Tarski 	 They proved
that a Boolean algebra is isomorphic to the collection of all subsets of some set
if and only if it is complete and atomic This general result restricts the class of
Boolean algebras for which a concrete representation exists It was Stone 	
who rst saw a connection between algebra and topology He constructed from
a Boolean algebra a set of points using prime ideals which can be made into
a topological space in a natural way Conversely using a topology on a set
of points he was able to construct a Boolean algebra For certain topological
spaces later called Stone spaces these constructions give an isomorphism In
a later paper 	
 Stone generalized this correspondence from Stone spaces

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to spectral spaces and from Boolean algebras to distributive lattices Hofmann
and Keimel 	 described the Stone representation theorem in a categorical
framework showing a duality between the category of Boolean algebras and a
subcategory of topological spaces A representation theorem for Boolean alge
bras with operators has been considered by Jnsson and Tarski 	 By
means of an extension theorem they proved that operators on a Boolean alge
bra can be naturally extended to completely additive operators on a complete
and atomic Boolean algebra
Stones representation theorem leaves open the problem of nding an abstract
characterization of topological spaces For every topological space its lattice
of open sets forms a frame This fact leads Papert and Papert 	
 to a
representation theorem between spatial frames and sober spaces Even further
Isbell 	 gives an adjunction between the category of topological spaces
with continuous functions and the opposite category of frames with frame
homomorphisms This adjunction yields a duality between the category of
sober spaces and the category of spatial frames
The importance of Stonelike dualities in a mathematical context is shown in a
book of Johnstone 	 and in the context of domain theory in 	 Abram
sky 	 applied Stone duality to get logics of domains as used in denotational
semantics He argues that Stone duality is the bridge between denotational
and axiomatic semantics
In this chapter we consider a topological space as a function from its frame
of open sets to its completely distributive lattice of saturated sets More ab
stractly this structure is an observation frame In the light of our discussion in
Chapter  an observation frame is a map from armative predicates to speci
able predicates preserving the geometric logic of the armative predicates
We construct topological spaces from observation frames by taking as points
special kinds of prime elements In this way we obtain a duality between ob
servation frames and T

spaces We also give a logic of observation frames with
arbitrary conjunctions and disjunctions This is done by the introduction of
Mtopological systems which are a generalization of the topological systems
of Vickers 	 Finally we consider some examples of interesting T

spaces
which need not to be sober

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 Observation frames
Complete lattices are closed under innite meets and innite joins However
these operations do not need to represent innite conjunctions and innite
disjunctions even if the elements of the lattice are subsets of some set For
example the lattice of open sets of a topological space X is complete since an
arbitrary union of open sets is open but the meet of an arbitrary collection
of open sets S is given by the interior of the intersection of S  which does not
in general coincide with the intersection of S 
In this section we introduce a mathematical structure which represents ab
stract topological spaces and which supports both the arbitrary conjunctions
and the arbitrary disjunctions of the abstract open sets
Our starting point is the fact that the lattice of open sets of a topological
space X can be embedded in the lattice of saturated sets of X  The saturated
sets are closed under arbitrary unions and intersections Since every open set
is saturated the logic of the armative predicates is preserved
Denition  An observation frame is a frame morphism F  L from
a frame F to a completely distributive lattice L such that every element q in
L is saturated  that is
q ufx  j q v x g
For clarity we use the following convention for an observation frame  F  L
The order the meet and the join in F are denoted by 
V

W
 respectively
while the order the meet and the join in L are denoted by vut In case
F or L is a subset of PX  for some set X we use the standard 
T

S

whenever these coincide with the order the meet or the join in F or L
The identity function id
L
 L  L for L a completely distributive lattice
is an observation frame If L is the two point completely distributive lattice
  fg with  v  we refer to the observation frame id
L
L L simply
by  Another example of an observation frame is given by the inclusion map
OX   QX  where X is a topological space OX  is the frame of opens
and QX  is the completely distributive lattice of the saturated sets We
denote this observation frame by X 
Next we organize observation frames into a category We need an appropriate
notion of morphism for observation frames It can be obtained by adapting

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Denition 
Denition  A morphism from an observation frame   F  L to an
observation frame  G  K consists of a frame morphism   F  G which
is Mmultiplicative that is for all subsets S and T of F
uS  v uT  implies uS  vuT 
This gives a category with composition as for ordinary functions which is
denoted by OFrm
The idea is that a morphism between observation frames preserves the logic
of armative predicates but also takes into account what happens to innite
conjunctions of these armative predicates which are usually outside the
frame The above denition of morphisms between observation frames can be
justied by the following example
Assume that X and Y are two topological spaces and let f  X  Y be a
continuous function ie a map in the category of topological spaces Sp The
function f induces a morphism f   Y   X  in OFrm dened by
its inverse image ie f o  f

o  fx  X j f x   og for every
o  OY  We check the multiplicativity condition Assume S T  OY 
with
T
S 
T
T  Then
x 

f S   o  S  f x   o
 f x  

S
	 f x  

T 	
T
S 
T
T 
 x 

f T 
Thus we have a functor   Sp OFrm
op
 Later it will be shown that  has
a right adjoint
The next theorem gives a mathematical justication of the denition of a
morphism between observation frames First we need the following preparatory
lemma
Lemma  Let   F  L be an observation frame   G  H be a
frame morphism from a frame G to a completely distributive lattice H  and
F  G be a frame morphism If  L H is a function preserving arbitrary
intersections and such that  
   
 then  preserves also arbitrary joins
and hence is a morphism between completely distributive lattices

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Proof Let S be a subset of L and consider the following set of sets
A  ffa j a  F  q v ag j q  Sg
Because   F  L is an observation frame q  ufa  F j q v ag for all
q  S  Hence we have that
tS tfuA j A  Ag
uft f A j f  	Ag 	complete distributivity
uft f A j f  	Ag 	 preserves arbitrary meets
uftfa j a  f Ag j f  	Ag
where the latter equality holds because for every f  	A f A is a subset
of the image under  of F since f A 
S
A and because the commutativity
 
    
 implies that  preserves all joins tT  in L for every T  F 
Consider now the following set of sets
B  ffa j a  F  q v ag j q  Sg
We have
tS tfufa j a  F  q v ag j q  Sg
tfufa j a  F  q v ag j q  Sg
tfuB j B  Bg
uft gB j g  	Bg 	complete distributivity
But for every g  	B there exists f  	A such that f q  a if
gq  a Hence
ft gB j g  	Bg tfa j a  f Ag j f  	Ag
from which it follows using the equalities  and  that
tS  vtS 
The converse of the above inequation holds by monotonicity of  

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A frame morphism is a morphism between observation frames if and only
if it can be uniquely extended to a morphism between completely distribu
tive lattices This result is similar to the extension theorem of Jnsson and
Tarski 	 for Boolean algebras
Theorem  Let F  L and  G  H be two observation frames and
 F  G be a frame morphism Then  is a morphism in OFrm if and only
if there exists a unique morphism
e
  L H in CDL such that  
  
e
 
 
F




L
e


L
e








G


H H
Proof Assume
e
  L  H is a morphism between completely distributive
lattices such that  
  
e
 
  We need to prove that   F  G is M
multiplicative Let S T  F be such that uS  vuT  Then we have
uS u
e
S  	   
e
  

e
uS  	
e
 is meet preserving
v
e
uT  	monotonicity of
e
 and uS  vuT 
u
e
T  	
e
 is meet preserving
uT  	   
e
  
Conversely assume  is an observation frame morphism and dene for S  F 
e
uS  uS 
It is welldened because  is Mmultiplicative if uS  uT  for sub
sets S and T of F then uS   u T  By denition
e
 preserves
arbitrary meets and it is the unique function preserving arbitrary meets such
that  
  
e
 
  By Lemma  it follows that
e
 preserves also arbitrary
joins 
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Mlters and Mprime elements
In this subsection we introduce the notions of Mlter and of Mprime element
of an observation frame They will be used later to construct the points of a
topological space associated with an observation frame Furthermore we prove
that completely prime Mlters and the Mprime elements of an observation
frame L F and morphisms from  to  inOFrm are essentially the same
In the next chapter we will state the precise relationships to the standard
notions of lter and prime elements of a frame
Denition  Let   F  L be an observation frame A subset U of F
is an Mlter of  if for all a  F 
uU v a 	 a  U 
An Mlter U of  is called completely prime if for every S  F 

S  U 	 s  S  s  U 
Notice that a completely prime Mlter U cannot contain 
F
because 
F
equals the empty join and hence by the denition above there should be s  
such that s  U 
The condition dening an Mlter can be described as closure under arbitrary
meets as distinguished from the closure under nite meets of a lter It is easy
to see that every Mlter U of an observation frame  F  L is a lter of F 
Indeed it is nonempty because uU v 
L
 
F
 implies 
F
 U  It is
an upper closed subset of F because if a  U and a  b then by monotonicity
of uU v a v b Hence b  U  Finally suppose a and b  U  Then
uU v a and uU v b Hence uU v aub  a  b
which implies a  b  U 
The converse is in general not true This can be shown using a counterexample
due to Chellas 	
 in the context of minimal augmented models for modal
logics Consider the observation frame id
PR
 PR  PR where R is the
set of real numbers ordered as usual For r  R dene
F
r
 fV  R j s  R r  s  r  s  V g
where r  s  ft  R j r  t  sg Hence F
r
is the set of all sets of real
numbers that include some open interval r  s for some r  s It is an easy

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verication to prove that F
r
is a lter of PR However F
r
is not an Mlter
of the observation frame id
PR
because
T
F
r
is the empty set since there is
no smallest open interval r  s for r  s whereas   F
r
because r  s is not
empty for every r  s Therefore
T
F
r
  but   F
r
 We will return to the
relation between lters and Mlters in the next chapter
Lemma 	 Let   F  L be an observation frame The assignment
U  uU is an isomorphism between Mlters of  and principal lters
of L where  denotes the upper closure with respect to the order of L
Proof The above map is welldened because by denition uU is
a principal lter of L Assume U

and U

are two dierent Mlters of  say
there exists a  U

but a  U

 Then a  uU

 but uU

 v a
because otherwise a  U

since U

is an Mlter Hence the above map is
injective Next we show it is also onto let V be a principal lter of L and
consider the set U  fa  F j a  V g For every a  F  if uU v a
then uV v a because U  V  F  Since V is a principal lter
of L a  V and hence a  U  Therefore U is a Mlter of  It remains
to prove V  uU The inclusion from right to left follows because
U  V  F  and V  uV  being V a principal lter Conversely let
q  V  Then a  V for all a  F such that q v a because V is upper
closed Hence a  V  F   U which implies
uU vufa j a  F  q v ag  q
where the latter equality follows because  is an observation frame Therefore
q  uU 
In other words the above lemma says that Mlters of   F  L are in
bijective correspondence with elements of L As an immediate consequence we
have for every Mlter U of   F  L
U  uU  F 
Let X be a topological space and consider the observation frame X  Every
saturated set q  QX  induces an Mlter
Uq  fo  OX  j q  og

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Indeed if
T
Uq  o then q  o because q 
T
Uq Therefore o  Uq
Also for every x  X the set
U

x   fo  OX  j x  og
is clearly an Mlter of X  Furthermore U

x  is completely prime since
for every S  OX  and o  U

x  such that o 
S
S we have x  o 
S
S 
Hence there exists s  S such that x  s Therefore s  U

x 
Denition 
 For an observation frame  F  L an element p  F is
called Mprime if for all S  F 
uS  v p 	 s  S  s  p
The set of all Mprime elements of  is denoted by MP
Consider the observation frame X  of a topological space X  Dene for
every x  X the open set
o
x
 intX n fxg 

fo  OX  j x  og  X n fxg
where int is the interior operator associated with the topology on X  By
denition o
x
is the greatest with respect to subset inclusion open set not
containing x  that is for an open o

 x  o

if and only if o

 o
x
 It is also
an Mprime element Indeed for every subset S of OX  if
T
S  o
x
then
x 
T
S because otherwise we would have x 
T
S  o
x
contradicting x  o
x

But then there exists an s  S such that x  s Since o
x
is the greatest open
set not containing x  s  o
x
 Thus o
x
 MPX  for every x  X 
Notice that for every o  OX  we have
T
fo
x
j x  og  o
 If y 
T
fo
x
j x  og then y  o because otherwise y  X n o and
hence o
y
 fo
x
j x  og But this yields y 
T
fo
x
j x  og  o
y
 a
contradiction
 For every x  X n o o  X n fxg Hence by idempotency and mono
tonicity of the interior operator we obtain o  into  intX n fxg 
o
x
for every x  o Therefore o 
T
fo
x
j x  og
For the case when o  X observe that fo
x
j x  og   and that
T
  X 
o Next we show that every Mprime element in X  is of the form o
x
for

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some x  X  Indeed let p be an Mprime element of X  Since p  OX 
we have just seen that
T
fo
x
j x  pg  p But then o
x
 p for some x  p
The latter yields p  o
x
and hence p  o
x
 This fact will be crucial later on for
obtaining our duality If X is a T

space then clearly every Mprime element
of X  is of the form o
x
for a unique x  X 
The next lemma is the main result of this subsection It gives isomorphisms
between Mlters Mprime elements of an observation frame   F  L and
also morphisms from  to  in OFRm
Lemma  For an observation frame   F  L there are bijective cor
respondences between
i morphisms  from  to  in OFrm
ii completely prime Mlters U of 
iii Mprime elements p of 
The correspondences are given by
i 	 ii   U

 fa  F j a  g
ii 	 i U  
U
 	a  F 





 if a  U
 otherwise
ii 	 iii U  p
U

W
fa  F j a  Ug
iii 	 ii p  U
p
 F n  p
iii 	 i p  
p
 	a  F 





 if a  p
 otherwise
i 	 iii   p


W
fa  F j a  g
Proof Let   F  L be an observation frame      be a morphism
in OFrm U  F be a completely prime Mlter and p  F be an Mprime
element We prove only i 	 ii 	 iii 	 i The verication of the
other correspondences is left to the reader
i 	 ii We have to prove that U

is a completely prime Mlter We start
by proving that U

is an Mlter For every x  F such that uU

 v
x  we have
V
fa j a  U

g  x  since  is a morphism in OFrm
But a  U

if and only if a   by denition hence also x   
Therefore x is in U


It remains to show that U

is completely prime Let S  F and a  U


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be such that a 
W
S  Then 
W
S    because  is a frame morphism
and   a  
W
S  
W
S  Therefore there is s  S such that
s   that is there is a s  S such that s  U


ii 	 iii We have to prove that p
U
is an Mprime element Let S  F
be such that uS  v p
U
 Then uS  v 
W
fa  F j a  Ug 
tfa j a  Ug There must exist s  S such that s  U because if
not S  U would imply uU v uS  v 
W
fa  F j a  Ug
and hence
W
fa  F j a  Ug  U as U is an Mlter Since it is also
completely prime we have the contradiction that there exists a  U such
that a  U 
iii 	 i We have to prove that 
p
is a morphism in OFrm It is easily
veried that it is a frame morphism from F to  Hence we concentrate
on the proof that 
p
is Mmultiplicative Let S T  F be such that
uS  v uT  Assume
V

p
S    but suppose
V

p
T   
Then there exists t  T such that 
p
t   and hence t  p Since p
is an Mprime element we have that uS  v uT  v t v p
implies there exists s  S such that s  p Hence 
p
s   contradicting
V

p
S    
Completely prime Mlters are preserved by the inverse image of a morphism
in OFrm let    F  L  G  H  be a morphism in OFrm and let
U be a completely prime Mlter of  Then 
U
    is also a morphism
in OFrm which hence yields by composition a morphism from  to  or
equivalently a completely prime Mlter 

U of 
We conclude this subsection by taking a closer look at Galois connections
between posets Galois connections play an important role in spectral theory
see for example 	 and in general in lattice theory In particular we are
interested in those posets which constitute the frame part of an observation
frame
Denition  Let F and G be two posets and f  F  G  g G  F be
two functions We say the pair f  g is a Galois connection between F and G
if both f and g are monotone and for all x  F and y  G
f x   y  x  gy
For a Galois connection f  g the function g is called upper or left adjoint
and the function f is called lower or right adjoint A Galois connection
is a special case of adjoint functors where the posets F and G are seen as
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categories 	 Chapter IV  Any upper adjoint g preserves all meets in G 
while any lower adjoint f preserves all joins in F  More generally we have the
following characterization of Galois connections
Lemma  Let F G be two complete lattices
i A function g  G  F preserves all meets in G if and only if g is
monotone and has a lower adjoint f  F  G given for all x  F  by f x  
V
fy  G j x  gyg
ii A function f  F  G preserves all joins in F if and only if f is
monotone and has an upper adjoint g  G  F given for all y  G  by
gy 
W
fx  F j f x   yg
iii A pair of monotone functions f  g with f  F  G and g  G  F is
a Galois connection if and only if f gy  y and x  gf x  for all x  F
and y  G 
Proof See Corollary 
 and Theorem 
 in 	 
If F and G are frames and   F  G is a frame morphism then since
 preserves arbitrary joins it has an upper adjoint say g  G  F  which
preserves arbitrary meets by the above Lemma Also the upper adjoint g
preserves prime elements because  preserves nite meets 	 Lemma IV 
 If   F  G is also an observation frame morphism from   F  L to
 G  H then we have the following
Lemma  Assume  is a morphism in OFrm between the observation
frames   F  L and   G  H  Then   F  G has an upper adjoint
g G  F which preserves arbitrary meets of G  prime elements and also the
Mprime elements of 
Proof Since an observation frame morphism  is a frame morphism from
F to G it has an upper adjoint g G  F which preserves arbitrary meets of
G and prime elements of G  Let now p  MP and S  F  then
uS  v gp 	 uS  v gp 	Mmultiplicativity
	 uS  v p 	Lemma  iii
 s  S  s  p 	p is Mprime
 sS  s  gp 	 g is a Galois connection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that is gp  MP 
For a Galois connection f  g there does not seem to be any condition on g
alone which implies that f preserves nite meets see 	 However for lat
tices in which every element is the meet of all the primes above it g preserves
prime elements if and only if f preserves nite meets see 	
Duality for T

spaces
In this subsection we dene a point functor Pt from the opposite of the cate
gory of observation frames to the category Sp of topological spaces by topolo
gizing the Mprime elements We show that the functor Pt is a right adjoint to
the functor   Sp  OFrm
op
and that this adjunction restricts to a duality
for T

spaces
In order to dene a topology for the set of Mprime elements MP of an
observation frame   F  L dene the open set a by
a  MP n  a  fp  MP j a  pg
for all a element of F 
Lemma  Let   F  L be an observation frame Then

W
S  
S
fa j a  Sg for all subsets S of F 

V
S  
T
fa j a  Sg for all nite subsets S of F 
Proof We prove only the second item The other one is trivial
p 

fa j a  Sg  p  MP and a  S  a  p

 p  MP and

S  p
 p  

S 
where the implication 

  is trivial and for 

	  we use that p is an M
prime element if
V
S  p then alsouS  v p and hence a  p for some
a  S  
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The above lemma implies that for every observation frame   F  L the
collection of sets of the forma for a  F  forms a topology on MP We
denote it by O

MP and the corresponding topological space by Pt
Notice that Pt is T

 Indeed let p and q  MP be such that p 
O
q and
q 
O
p in the specialization preorder induced by the topology O

MP
Equivalently p  a if and only if q  a for every a  F  Hence
for every a  F  a  p if and only if a  q  that is p  q  Therefore the
specialization preorder is a partial order that is the topological space Pt
is T


Lemma  Let   F  L be an observation frame The map 
  F 
O

MP dened by 
a  a for every a  F is a morphism in OFrm
from  to the observation frame Pt It is surjective as a function
Proof By Lemma  
 is a frame morphism which is surjective as a
function by denition It remains to prove that it is Mmultiplicative Let
S and T be two subsets of F be such that uS  v uT  and take
p 
T

S  From the denition of 
 p  MP and s  p for every s  S  We
claim that also t  p for every t  T  If not then there would exist t  T such
that t  p and hence t v p Since uS  v uT  v t v p
there would exist s  S such that s  p because p is an Mprime element
therefore contradicting the hypothesis Thus p  t for every t  T  that
is p 
T

T  
We are now ready to formulate the relationship between topological spaces
and observation frames
Theorem  Let X be a topological space  F  L be an observation
frame and  be a morphism in OFrm from  to X  Then there is a unique
continuous function f

 X  Pt in Sp such that f

 
 
  





Q
Q
Q
Q
Q
Q
Q
Q
Q
Q
Q
Q
Q
Q
Q
Q
Q
Q
Q
Q
Q
Q
Pt
f



Pt
X 
X
f

OO



This extends the assignment   Pt to a functor from OFrm
op
to Sp
which is a right adjoint of 
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Proof Let a  F  In order to obtain the required commutativity we have
to prove
x  X  x  a  x  f


a
 f

x   
a 	denition of f


 f

x   a 	denition of a
 a  f

x  	denition of a
This determines f

x  uniquely as
W
fb  F j x  bg Indeed for all x  X 
if a  f

x  then x  a because otherwise we would have a  fb  F j x 
bg and hence the contradiction a 
W
fb  F j x  bg  f

x 
Conversely if x  a then a  f

x  because otherwise a  f

x  
W
fb 
F j x  bg would imply after applying 
a  

fb  F j x  bg 

fb  OX  j x  bg
Since x  a we would get that there exists b  F such that x  b and
x  b
Next we show that f

x  is an Mprime element ie f

x   MP Let S be
a subset of F such that uS  v f

x  Then from the denition of f

x 
and after applying  we obtain

S   

fa  F j x  ag 

fa  OX  j x  ag
Hence there exists s  S such that s  f

x  because otherwise for all s  S
we would have s  f

x  and hence by the above x  s for every s  S 
But then x 
T
S  which implies there exists a  F such that x  a and
x  a
The function f

is also continuous Let a  F and consider the open set a
of Pt Then we have
f


a fx  X j f

x   ag
 fx  X j a  f

x g 	denition of a f

x  Mprime
 fx  X j x  ag
a
Since a  OX  is open we have that f

is continuous 
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The unit of the above adjunction is given by the function  dened in the
following Lemma
Lemma  Let X be a topological space Then the unit of the adjunction
between OFrm
op
and Sp is given by function   X  PtX  dened
by x   intX n fxg  o
x
 It is a continuous surjective function in Sp
Moreover  is injective and preserves open sets if and only if X is T


Proof By Theorem  the unit of the adjunction between OFrm
op
and
Sp is uniquely determined by the function f

 where   X   X  is
the identity morphism in OFrm
op
 Therefore for every space X  the unit
  X  PtX  is dened by x  
S
fo  OX  j x  og  o
x
 Next we
show  is a continuous surjective function in Sp
We have already seen that the Mprime elements of X  are exactly those of
the form o
x
 intX n fxg in a topological space X  Hence  is clearly onto
Let us now check it is also continuous For o  OX  we have


o fx  X j x   og
 fx  X j o  x g
 fx  X j x  og
 o
This proves also that  is injective as a function and hence an isomorphism
between X and MPX  It remains to prove that it is also an open map
ie it preserves open sets For o  OX  we have
o fx   MPX  j x  og
 fx   MPX  j o  x g 	by denition of x 
 fx   MPX  j x   og 	by denition o
 fp  MPX  j p  og 	 is an isomorphism
o
which is open in the topology of PtX  Therefore if X is a T

space then
 is an isomorphism in Sp
Finally if  is injective and open then it forms an isomorphism in Sp between
X and PtX  However for every observation frame   F  L the space
Pt is T

 Hence also X is T

 
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By Lemma 
 and because Pt is a T

space for every observation frame
  F  L the adjunction of Theorem  restricts to a reection of Sp

into the full image of the functor   Sp

 OFrm Therefore the adjunction
between Sp

and OFrm is Galois Next we characterize this full subcategory
of OFrm and hence we prove directly that the adjunction of Theorem 
restricts to an equivalence
A subset X of a complete lattice L is said to be order generating in L or
equivalently L is said to be order generated by X  if
x 

 x  X  

fy  X j x  yg
for every x  L
Proposition 	 For X  L where L is a complete lattice the following
statements are equivalent
i X is order generating in L
ii every element of L can be written as a meet of a subset of X 
iii L is the smallest subset containing X closed under arbitrary meets
iv whenever y  x  then there is a p  X with x  p but y  p
Proof See Proposition I  in 	 
For example for a topological space X the lattice of open sets OX  is order
generated by MPX  we already know that every Mprime element of
X  is of the form o
x
 intX n fxg for some x  X  Therefore we need to
show o 
V
fo
x
j o  o
x
g for every open set o
Clearly o 
V
fo
x
j o  o
x
g To prove the other direction of the inclusion
consider y 
V
fo
x
j o  o
x
g and assume towards a contradiction that y  o
Then o
y
 intX n fyg is the greatest open set not containing y  so o  o
y

But then o
y
 fo
x
j o  o
x
g and hence y  o
y
because y 
V
fo
x
j o  o
x
g 
o
y

By denition in an observation frame   F  L every element of L can be
written as the meet of elements in F  The following corollary to the above
proposition is then immediate
Corollary 
 A frame morphism   F  L from a frame F to a com
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pletely distributive lattice L is an observation frame if and only if F  is
order generating L 
Dene the category of spatial observation frames SOFrm to be the full sub
category of OFrm with as objects the observation frames  F  L in which
F is order generated by the set MP of Mprime elements
The previous example shows that the functor  maps every topological space
to an object of SOFrm We have already seen that the functor Pt maps every
observation frame to an object of Sp

 Moreover for every T

space X the unit
of the adjunction is an isomorphism by Lemma 
 The following lemma
gives a similar result for the counit
Lemma  Let F  L be an observation frame The counit morphism

 from  to Pt is an order isomorphism if and only if   F  L is
order generated by its Mprimes ie it is in SOFrm
Proof only if Assume a  b for some a b  F  Since 
 is an order
isomorphism and hence order reecting 
a  a  b  
b Hence
by denition of  there exists p  MP such that a  p and b  p
Thus by Proposition  F is order generated by MP
if Dene 


a 
V
MP n a for every a  F  Then we have




a 


a


MP n a


MP n MP n  a


MP   a
 a
Therefore 
 is injective We have already seen in Lemma  that 
 is
onto therefore 
 is an isomorphism with inverse 


 It is also order reecting
because if a  b for a and b in F  by Proposition  there is a p  MP
such that a  p and b  a Therefore 
a  a  b  
b 
Now our main result follows
Corollary  The adjunction between Sp and OFrm
op
restricts to an
equivalence of categories Sp

 SOFrm
op
 Hence Sp

and SOFrm are each
other	s duals and the adjunction is Galois 
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Notice that if  F  L is an observation frame such that F is order generated
by the Mprime elements then  is orderreecting and hence injective by
Lemma  there is an order isomorphism 
 from  to Pt and by
Theorem  there exists a unique complete distributive lattice morphism
e

  LQMP such that
e

a  
a for all a  F  Hence for a and b
in F  if a v b then by monotonicity of
e



a 
e

a v
e

b  
b
Since 
 is orderreecting a  b From the monotonicity of  it follows that
a  b if and only a v b
 Mtopological systems
Topological systems were introduced by Vickers 	 in order to have a frame
work of which both topological spaces and ordinary frames are instances In
a topological system we have a set of subjects points and a set of predicates
opens and a satisfaction relation matching the geometric propositional logic
the logic of nite observations In this section we generalize these topolog
ical systems in order to obtain a satisfaction relation of propositional logic
for observation frames with both innite conjunctions and disjunctions Our
interest in Mtopological systems is justied since they clarify the connection
between the innitary operations of an observation frame   F  L the
arbitrary joins t and the arbitrary meets u living in L and the points of 
Denition  Let X be a set let   F  L be an observation frame
and let j  X  L be a relation Then X  j  is called an Mtopological
system if and only if j satises
x jtS  s  S  x j s
x juS  s  S  x j s
for all subsets S of L
Directly from the above denition we can deduce that
i x j  for all x  X 
ii x j  for no x  X 
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iii x j q

and q

v q

implies x j q

for every q

and q

in F 
Next we give the two main examples of Mtopological systems Let X be a
topological space and dene for every x  X and q  QX 
x j q if and only if x  q 
Then T X   X  jX  is obviously an Mtopological system
Let   F  L be an observation frame and dene a relation j  MP L
by
p j q if and only if a  F  q v a 	 a  p
Next we show that S  MP j  is an Mtopological system Let p
be an Mprime element of  q  L 
p
 F   is the morphism in OFrm
corresponding to the Mprime element p  F Lemma  and let
f

p
L 
be the unique complete distributive lattice morphism such that
f

p

   
p
Theorem  We have
p j q  a  F  q v a 	 a  p
 a  F  q v a 	 
p
a   	Lemma 


f
p
a j q v ag  


f
f

p
a j q v ag   	Theorem 

f

p
ufa j q v ag   	
f

p
preserves meets

f

p
q   	q ufa j q v ag
Since
f

p
preserves arbitrary joins and arbitrary meets it is now easy to verify
that S is an Mtopological system
Next we organize Mtopological systems in a category for which we introduce
the following morphisms
Denition  Let   F  L and  G  H be two observation frames
and D  X  j  and E  Y  j  be two Mtopological systems A mor
phism from D to E consists of a pair f   where f is a function from X to
Y and  is a morphism from  to  in OFrm such that for every x  X and
a  G
x j a if and only if f x  j a
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It is straightforward to check that composition of two morphisms dened as
the usual elementwise composition is again a morphism Hence Mtopological
systems together with these morphisms form a category to which we refer to
as MTS
For a continuous function f  X  Y in Sp the pair T f   f f  is
a morphism from T X   X  jX  to T Y   Y  jY  in MTS
because
x j f o  x  f o 	denition of j in T X 
 f x   o 	denition of f 
 f x  j o 	denition of j in T Y 
It is easy to check that T is a functor from Sp to MTS
Next we show that the adjunction of Theorem  can be split into two
parts one from topological spaces to Mtopological systems and one from M
topological systems to observation frames We start with the rst adjunction
Every Mtopological system D  X  j   F  L induces a topology on X
by taking as open sets the extent of all a  F 
exta  fx  X j x j ag
By denition of j and since  preserves nite meets and arbitrary joins we
have that the collection of all extents forms a topology on X  We denote
this topological space by SpD Furthermore the assignment a  exta
is a morphism in OFrm from  to id
PX 
 PX   PX  Indeed it is a
frame morphism as the collection of all extents forms a topology and it is
Mmultiplicative because if uS  vuT  for subsets S and T of F then
x 

extS   s  S  x j s 	denition of ext
 x juS  	denition of j
	 x juT 
 t  T  x j t 	denition of j
 x 

extT  	denition of ext
This shows also that the pair id
X
 ext is a morphism inMTS from T SpD
to D 
Theorem  Let D  X  j  F  L be an Mtopological system and

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let Y be a topological space such that there is a morphism f   inMTS from
T Y  to D Then there exists a unique continuous function g  Y  SpD
in Sp such that the following diagram commutes
D
T SpD
id
X
ext
oo
SpD
T Y 
f 
hhR
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
R
T g
OO
Y
g
OO



This extends Sp to a functor from MTS to Sp which is a right adjoint of T 
Proof Take g  f  It is clearly continuous and the unique one such that
T g makes the diagram commute 
An Mtopological system is called spatial if it is isomorphic inMTS to T X 
for some topological space X 
Next we give the second adjunction between Mtopological systems and obser
vation frames There is an obvious forgetful functor MTS OFrm
op
which
maps every Mtopological system X  j  F  L to  and every morphism
f   in MTS to the observation frame morphism 
Lemma  Let D  X  j   F  L be an Mtopological system and
p  X  MP be a function which assigns to a concrete point x  X the
abstract point px  
W
fa  F j x j ag Then px  is an Mprime element
of  for every x  X and the pair p id
F
 is a morphism in MTS from D to
S
Proof We rst show that px  is Mprime Let S  F be such thatuS  v
px  There must be an s  S such that s  px  or equivalently x j
s because otherwise x j uS  Since uS  v px  x j px 
But then x j 
W
fa  F j x j ag  tfa  F j x j ag From the
denition of j this holds if and only if there exists a  F such that x j a
and x j a Contradiction
Consider now the pair p id
F
 D  S where D  X  j   F  L We
show that it forms a morphism in MTS By the above it is enough to prove
x j a if and only if px  j a where px  j a means a v b
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implies b  px  for all b  F 
	  Let b  F be such that a v b Then b  px  
W
fc  F j x j
cg because otherwise x j a and a v b implies x j b
and hence also x j px  But this leads us to the contradiction that
there exists a c  F such that x j c and x j c
  If px  j a then a  px  
W
fb  F j x j bg Hence x j a
because otherwise a  fb  F j x j bg and hence the contradiction
a  px  
Theorem  Let   F  L be an observation frame and let D be an
Mtopological system Y  j  G  H  such that there is a morphism  from
 to  in OFrm Then there exists a unique function g  Y  MP such
that g   is a morphism in MTS from D to S
Proof Dene gy 
W
fb  F j x j bg for all y  Y  It is not hard
to see that gy is an Mprime element of  We only prove y j a if
and only if gy j a for all y  Y and a  F 
	  If y j a then also gy j a because otherwise by denition
of j in S there exists b  F such that a v b and b  gy 
W
fc  F j y j cg Hence by Mmultiplicativity of 
av b
v 

fc  F j y j cg
tfc j y j cg
But y j a and hence also y j tfc j y j cg
Therefore by denition of j we get the contradiction that there exists
c  F such that y j c and y j c
  If gy j a then a  gy 
W
fb  F j x j bg by denition
of j in S But then y j a because otherwise a  fb  F j
x j bg and hence a 
W
fb  F j x j bg contradicting
a  gy
Clearly g is the unique function with the required property 
As a consequence of the above theorem the assignment   S extends
to a functor from OFrm
op
to MTS which is a right adjoint of the forgetful
functor MTS OFrm
op

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An Mtopological system is called observational if it is isomorphic in MTS
to S for some observation frame   F  L Clearly the full subcategory
of spatial observational Mtopological systems is equivalent to the category of
T

topological spaces and is equivalent to the category of observation frames
F  L with F order generated by the Mprime elements of  The following
diagram summarizes the situation
Sp
T

 MTS
Sp
ss


OFrm
op
S
rr
Sp



OO

MTS
M


OO

SOFrm
op


OO
Next we show that spatiality of an observational Mtopological system corre
sponds to the completeness of the logic To show this we need the denition
of semantic entailment
Denition 	 For an observation frame  F  L dene the relation of
semantic entailment on F as follows For all elements a and b of F  a 
F
b
if and only if for every Mtopological system X  j  and x  X  x j a
implies x j b
We also dene the relation of semantic entailment on L for all q and r in L
by putting q 
L
r if and only if for every Mtopological system X  j  and
x  X  x j q implies x j r 
The next lemma states that for every observation frame   F  L the order
on F is contained in the entailment relation This gives us the soundness for
the logic of F  Similarly we have soundness for the logic of L
Lemma 
 soundness Let   F  L be an observation frame Then
i a  b implies a 
F
b for all a b  F 
ii q v r implies q 
L
r for all q  r  L
Proof We prove only the rst item If a  b for a b  F then a v b
Therefore in every Mtopological system X  j  if x j a then x j b
Hence a 
F
b The proof of the second item is equally simple 
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The entailment relation of F and L is included in the order of F  L respectively
if and only if the observation frame  F  L is such that F is order generated
by the Mprime elements of 
Lemma  completeness Let F  L be an observation frame The
following statements are equivalent
i F is order generated by the Mprime elements of 
ii a 
F
b implies a  b for all a and b in F 
iii q 
L
r implies q v r for all q and r in L and  is orderre
ecting
Proof i 	 ii Suppose F is order generated by the Mprime elements of
F  L and let a 
F
b for some a b  F  Hence for all Mtopological systems
X  j  and x  X if x j a then x j b In particular consider the
Mtopological system S and the isomorphism id
MP
 
 inMTS from S
to T Pt We have
p  a  p j a 	denition of j in T Pt
 p j 
a 	denition of 
 p j a 	id
MP
  is a morphism in MTS
	 p j b 	 because a 
F
b 
 p  b
Hence 
a  a  b  
b But 
 is an orderpreserving isomorphism
by Lemma  therefore a  b
ii 	 i We use the formulation of Proposition iv Let a b  F be
such that a  b Then a 
F
b that is there exists an Mtopological system
D  X  j  and an x  X such that x j a but x j b Consider
the morphism p id
F
 inMTS from D to S Then x j a if and only if
px  j a where px   MP Hence by denition of j in S we have
found an Mprime element px  such that a  px  but b  px  Therefore
by Proposition  we have that F is order generated by MP
ii 	 iii Suppose a 
F
b implies a  b for all a b  F and let q  r  L be
such that q 
L
r  Then for all Mtopological systems X  j  and x  X we
have that x j q implies x j r  But q  ufa j a  F  q v ag and
also r  ufb j b  F  r v bg hence by denition of j x j a
for all a  F such that q v a implies x j b for all b  F such that
r v b But this means that a 
F
b for a b  F such that q v a and
r v b Hence a  b which implies a v b for all a b  F such that
q v a and r v b Therefore q v r  It is easy to see that  reects the
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order assume a v b but a  b Then a 
F
b and hence a 
L
b
This is a contradiction
iii 	 ii If a 
F
b then a 
L
b so a v b and thus a  b
since  reects the order 
 Some further equivalences
In this section we restrict our attention to subcategories of Sp We consider
topological spaces which are not in general sober For these spaces we give a
duality by restricting the adjunction of Theorem  Of special interest is a
duality for the category PoSet We derive a pointless version of the directed
ideal completion of posets
T

spaces
An observation frame   F  L will be called atomic if for all Mprime
elements p and q of  if p  q then p  q  The full subcategory of OFrm
whose objects are atomic observation frames is denoted by OFrm
A
 whereas
the full subcategory of SOFrm whose objects are atomic observation frames
is denoted by SOFrm
A

Lemma  The functors   Sp  OFrm
op
and Pt  OFrm
op
 Sp
restrict to an adjunction between the category of T

spaces Sp

and the category
of atomic observation frames OFrm
A
op
 Hence we have a duality between Sp

and SOFrm
A

Proof If a space X is T

then the specialization preorder is the equality
Moreover since every T

space is T

 we have that points are Mprime elements
o
x

S
fo  OX  j x  og Therefore for every o
x
and o
y
in MPX  of a
given T

space X  if o
x
 o
y
then x  y and hence x  y  ie o
x
 o
y

Conversely let   F  L be an atomic observation frame and take p q 
MP with p  q  This implies p  q or q  p Suppose p  q then clearly
q is in the open p  fr  MP j p  rg but p is not The other case
can be treated similarly Hence Pt is a T

space 
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Notice that for an atomic observation frame  F  L with F order generated
by the Mprime elements there can be no element dierent from the  which
is above some other Mprime element This means that the Mprime elements
of  are exactly the coatoms of F that is maximal elements which dier
from the top
Locally open compact spaces
Denote by OKSp

the full subcategory of Sp

whose objects are locally open
compact spaces Let SOFrm
Alg
denote the full subcategory of SOFrm whose
objects are observation frames   F  L such that F is an algebraic lattice
Lemma  The functors   Sp  OFrm
op
and Pt  OFrm
op
 Sp
restrict to a duality between OKSp

and SOFrm
Alg

Proof It is enough to prove that a space X is open compact if and only
if OX  is an algebraic complete lattice Let X be an open compact space
and let o  OX  For every x  o since X is open compact there exists a
compact open u such that x  u  o Hence o 
S
fu  KOX  j u  og
The reverse inclusion is clear and hence OX  is algebraic
Conversely if OX  is algebraic then for every open set o we have o 
S
fu 
KOX  j u  og Hence for every x  X  if x  o then there exists a compact
open u  KOX  such that x  u  o that is X is open compact 
Posets and complete lattices
Let AlSp

denote the full subcategory of Sp whose objects are T

spaces
X in which open sets are closed under arbitrary intersection ie they form
the Alexandrov topology The full and faithful functor from the category
PoSet posets and monotone functions to Sp

which maps a poset X 
to the underlying set X equipped with the Alexandrov topology determines
an equivalence of categories between PoSet and AlSp


Lemma  The functors   Sp OFrm
op
and Pt OFrm
op
 Sp re
strict to an equivalence between AlSp

and
V
SOFrm
op
 the full subcategory
of SOFrm
op
whose objects are observation frames  F  L for which  pre
serves arbitrary meets and F is order generated by the Mprime elements of
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Proof It is enough to prove for every F  L in
V
SOFrm that
T
A 

V
A for every A  F 
p 

fa  a  Ag  p  MP and a  A a  p

 p  MP and

A  p
 p  

A
where the implication 

  is trivial and for 

	  we use that p  MP and
the following contradiction if
V
A  p then also 
V
A  uA v p
and hence a  p for some a  A 
Let now CLat be the category whose objects are complete lattices and whose
morphisms are functions preserving arbitrary joins and arbitrary meets Given
a complete lattice L an element p  L is called completely prime if
V
A  p
for A  L implies there exists a  A such that a  p
Lemma  The category
V
SOFrm is equivalent to SCDL the full sub
category of CLat whose objects are completely distributive lattices order gen
erated by the completely prime elements
Proof Let   F  L in
V
SOFrm Then  is orderreecting preserving
arbitrary meets and arbitrary joins Since every element of L is the meet of
elements of F   is an isomorphism between the complete lattices F and
L Therefore F is a completely distributive lattice It is not hard to see that a
morphism in
V
SOFrm between two observation frames preserves arbitrary
meets and arbitrary joins
Conversely if L is a complete distributive lattice order generated by its com
pletely prime elements then id
L
 L  L is clearly an object in
V
SOFrm
Moreover every morphism between completely distributive lattices is a mor
phism between the corresponding observation frames Since the two construc
tions are each others inverse we obtain the required equivalence of cate
gories 
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Since complete rings of sets are closed under arbitrary unions and intersections
they are in onetoone correspondence with posets taken with the Alexandrov
topology By combining Lemma  and Lemma  it follows that a com
plete lattice L is isomorphic with a complete ring of sets if and only if every
element of L is the meet of a set of completely prime elements A very similar
result is due to Raney 	 A complete lattice L is isomorphic to a com
plete ring of sets if and only if every element of L is the join of a set of
completely joinirreducible elements an element x  L is called completely
joinirreducible if for every S  L such that x 
W
S there exists y  S such
that x  y
The above result suggests that we can give a sharper representation theorem
for the category PoSet in terms of algebraic completely distributive lattices
Corollary  The category PoSet is dual to the category AlgCDL the
full subcategory of CDL whose objects are algebraic completely distributive
lattices This duality is given by the functor O
Al
  PoSet  AlgCDL
op
which assigns to a poset its Alexandrov topology and by MP which assigns
to every algebraic completely distributive lattice L the set of all its completely
prime elements ordered as in L
op
the specialization order induced by the topo
logical space Ptid
L
 L L
Proof Every poset X in the Alexandrov topology is an open compact space
Hence by Lemma  and Lemma  we have that every complete lattice
L which is order generated by its Mprime elements is an algebraic complete
lattice Since the Alexandrov topology is a complete ring of sets it is also a
completely distributive lattice Therefore O
Al
X  is an algebraic completely
distributive lattice
Conversely it is enough to prove that every algebraic completely distributive
lattice L is order generated by its completely prime elements We begin by
showing using Lemma  that L is order generated by its completely
irreducible elements where p  L is called completely irreducible if for all
S  L such that p 
V
S there exists s  S such that p  s notice that
if p is completely prime then p is completely irreducible but the converse
in general is not true Let x  y  L such that x  y  Since L is algebraic
by 		Theorem  page  there exists a completely irreducible element
p  L such that x  p but y  p We need to prove now that p is completely
prime Let S  L be such that p 
V
S  Then p 
V
S  p and hence by
complete distributivity of L we obtain
V
fp  s j s  Sg  p Since p is
completely irreducible there exists s  S such that p  s  p that is s  p
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Therefore p is completely prime and by Lemma  we have that L is order
generated by its completely prime elements 
By combining the above result with Lemma  we obtain that the category
of sets Set is dual to the category of atomic algebraic completely distributive
lattices
In 	 it is shown that the category AlgCDF of algebraic completely dis
tributive frames with frame morphisms is dual to the category AlgPos of
algebraic dcpos and Scott continuous functions This duality is given by the
functor O
Sc
 AlgPos AlgCDF
op
which assigns to every algebraic dcpo
its Scott topology and by Spec which assigns to every algebraic completely
distributive frame F the set of all its prime elements SpecF  with the inher
ited opposite order Notice that the categories AlgCDF and AlgCDL dier
only in the morphisms they preserve nite meets and arbitrary joins in the
rst category and both arbitrary meets and joins in the second one Hence
we have an inclusion functor i AlgCDL  AlgCDF
Next we give the pointless version of a result by Homann 	 the soberi
cation of a poset in its Alexandrov topology equals the ideal completion in its
Scott topology Alternatively we can see it as the ideal completion of a poset
without considering points and even without considering ideals but working
only on the latticeside of the duality The function which maps every poset
P to the set of its directed ideals IdlP ordered by subset inclusion extends
to a functor Idl PoSet AlgPos which is a left adjoint of the forgetful
functor U AlgPos PoSet see for example 	
Lemma 	 The inclusion functor i  AlgCDL  AlgCDF has a left
adjoint j that is given by assigning to every algebraic complete lattice L the
Alexandrov topology of the set of all prime elements SpecL with the opposite
of the inherited order Moreover the two rounded squares below commute
PoSet
Idl


AlgCDL
op
t
T
i
op

a a
AlgPos
U
WW

AlgCDF
op
j
op
WW
Proof Let us rst notice that the inclusion functor i
op
is naturally isomor
phic to the functor given by the composition O
Sc

 Idl 
MP Indeed for
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every algebraic complete lattice L we have O
Sc
IdlMPL


O
Al
MPL


L  i
op
L where the latter isomorphism holds by Corollary 
 Naturality
follows from the fact that the functor Idl PoSet AlgPos is faithful
Since the functor O
Sc

 Idl 
 MP has a right adjoint namely O
Al

 U 

Spec  O
Al

 Spec  j
op
 we have that j
op
 is also a right ad
joint of i
op
 Therefore j AlgCDF  AlgCDL is a left adjoint of i
Commutativity of the diagram is immediate from the denition of j  
The above implies that the completely distributive lattice of the Alexandrov
opens of a dcpo X is free over the frame of the Scott opens of X  In the next
chapter we will generalize the above results to sober spaces
 Concluding notes
In this chapter we studied topological spaces in terms of the inclusion of the lat
tice of open sets into the lattice of saturated sets Our representation theorem
diers signicantly from previous representation theorems of some topologi
cal spaces in algebraic terms because observation frames are not algebras in the
traditional sense However in the next chapter we will prove that observation
frames are also algebraic structures even if they are not setbased
Our work on observations frames is strictly related to the work of Jnsson
and Tarski on Boolean algebras 	 In particular we generalize the no
tion of perfect extension of a Boolean algebra to that of observation frame
a completely distributive lattice which perfectly extends a frame Both the
extension theorems for Boolean algebras and for Boolean algebras with oper
ators in 	 are generalized to frames in Theorem 
 and Theorem 
respectively
Our main application for the theory we developed so far is that it can be used
to extend a nitary logic based on a topological model to an innitary one
without changing the model We will treat an example of such an extension
in Chapter 

Further research is needed to describe limits colimits monos and epis in the
category of observation frames A related question is whether the category of
observation frames is any good for doing some form of pointless topology as
in the category of frames 	
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Finally we mention one more point which needs to be exploited further
it is possible to nd an algebraic representation of general nonsober di
rected complete partial orders with the Scott topology In fact the category
of dcpos is fully and faithfully embedded into Sp

 and hence into some full
subcategory of OFrm

